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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>ELEPHAS CANESTA</td>
<td>Upper molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7b</td>
<td>MASTODON LATIGENS</td>
<td>Lower molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M. DIOTICUS</td>
<td>Upper c'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>SIVALENSIS</td>
<td>Upper molar, 10 b, Lower d'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DINOTHERIUM INDICUM</td>
<td>Lower c'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DINOTHERIUM GIGANTEUM</td>
<td>Male Size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figs. 7b, 9, 10. at Nat. Size. Figs. 6 & 8 at the Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS HYSUDRICUS

2 inches to a foot
or nearly 1 Nat. size.
ELEPHAS MYODRACUS
11 inch to a foot.
(Min. Life.)
Fig. 6

Hullmai & Walton

Elops.

2.3.

ELEPHAS HYSDRIFICUS

Egs: 5.

Nat: Size.


Nat: Size.
Plate 7.

ELEPHAS MYODONICUS Illus. Size.
BLANK PAGE
ELEPHAS HYSUDRICUS.

Fig. 14 Nat. Size, Fig. 51 Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS PLANIFRONS.

By Mr. Stow.
ELEPHAS PLANIFRONS.
Figs. 1, 2, 3. Nat. Size 4:1. Nat. Size
Plate 13

Fig. 1  E. PRIMIGENIUS.

Fig. 2  E. INDOMIC.

Fig. 3  E. PRIMIGENIUS.

Fig. 4  E. MERIDIONALIS.

Fig. 5  E. AFRICANUS.

Fig. 6  E. MERIDIONALIS.

The figs 4 the Nat. Size
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BLANK PAGE
Figs. 1–2 ELEPHAS MERIDIONALIS.
6, 7 E. PRISCUS ?
4, 5 E. AFRICANUS.
8, 9 E. PLANIFRONS.
10 E. HYSUDRICUS. (Nat. Size.)
BLANK PAGE
ELEPHAS INSIGNIS.
Nat. Size.
Fig. 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. ELEPHAS INSIGNIS.
7. E______ PLANIFRONS.
The figures (excepting Figs 3 & 7) in Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS CANESA.
Scale 2 1/2 inches to a foot or nearly 1/3 the Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS CANESA.
Fig 1 & 2 One-fifth Nat. Size, Fig 3 One-thousandth.
BLANK PAGE
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Fig 1. (3rd Nat. Size) ELEPHAS NAMADICUS.
Fig 4. (4th Nat. Size) E. HYSUDRICUS.
BLANK PAGE
Plate 12 D.

Fig. 1. ELEPHAS NAMADICUS.
Fig. 1a. E. ERIDION ALIS.

Figs 1-3. Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS MERIDIONALIS.
Figs. 1 the Nat. Size.
Plate 14 B

Figs 1-9. ELEPHAS MERIDIONALIS.

10, 17, 18. ANTIQUUS (?)

Figs ± the Nat. Size.
Figs 1, 2 ELEPHAS PLANIFRONS.
3, 5 E. INSIGNIS.
6, 6a. MASTODON SIVALENSIS.
Plate 24 A

Fig. 1. ELEPHAS CANESA
2-3 E. INSIGNIS
4 E. NAMADICUS.
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Fig. 1. *ELEPHAS CANESIA.*
2, 3 = *BOMBIFRONS.*
4, 4a = *INSIGNIS.*
ELEPHAS BOMBIFRONS.
Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS BOMBIFRONIS.
4 the Nat. Size.
ELEPHAS BOMBIFRONS.
ELEPHAS BOMBIFRONS.

Fig. 1: Nat. SIZE.
MASTODON SIVALENSIS.
Figs 1 inch to a foot (nearly) the Nat. Size.
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MASTODON SIVALensis

Fig. 1. Skull, size.

Fig. 2. Lower jaw, size.

Fig. 3. Upper jaw, size.

Fig. 4. Molar, size.

Fig. 5. Premolar, size.

Fig. 6. Incisor, size.

Fig. 7. Canine, size.

Fig. 8. Lower molar, size.

Fig. 9. Upper molar, size.
Plate 35.

Figs 1, 1a. MASTODON SIVALENSIS.

Figs 6, 6a. DINOTHERIUM INDICUM.
MASTODON PERIMENSIS.

Nat. Size.
PROBOSCIDEA.
Figs 1 to the Nat. Size.
PROBOSCIDEA.

I. DINOThERIUM GIcANTEUM.

II. DINOth. INDICUM.

III. MTAPIroidEs.

IV. MASTODON OHioticus.

V. M. ANGUSTIDENS.

VI. M. ANDium.

I. DINOtherium Giganteum.

XXII. E. NAIVATICUS.

XXIII. E. INDICUS. (DAUNTELA var.)

XXIII. E. INDICUS. (MUKNA var.)

Fig 1. 2. DINOThERIUM

3. II MASTODON

7. II TRilOPHODON

12. ELEPHAS

19. STECODON

19. E. PLANIFRONS.

XXIII. E. INDICUS. (MUKNA var.)
Fig. 1—The Nat. Size.
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PROBOSCIDEA.
Figs 1 Nat. Size.
PROBOSCIDEA.
Anterior Extremity
Figs 1, 2 ELEPHAS NAMADICUS.
Figs 8 the Nat. Size
PROBOSCIDEA.
Anterior Extremity.
Equal Nat Size.
PROBOSCIDEA.
Posterior Extremity
Figs. 3 Nat. Size.
Fig1. ELEPHAS NAMADICUS.
Fig. II. E. INSIONIS.
Fig. 13. E.
Fig. 14. E.
Fig. 15. E.
Fig. 16. E.
Fig. 17. E.
Fig. 18. E.
Fig. 19. E.
Fig. 20. E.
From the Valley of the Nerbudda River.
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Figs 1-9. *Hippopotamus* (Tetraprotod) PALÆINDICUS.
10. 11 H. HEXAPROTOD. *Iracticus.*
12 H. HEXAPROTOD. *Namadicus.*
HIPPOPOTAMUS [HEXAPROTOD] SIVALENSIS.
Figs 1 the Nat. Size.
BLANK PAGE
HIPPopotamus [HEXAPROTOD] SIVALENSIS.

Figs 2 to the Nat Size.
HIPPOPOTAMUS | HEXITAPRODO | SIVALENSIS.
Posterior Extremity.
Figs 1 the Nat. Size.
MERYCOPOTAMUS DISSIMILIS.

Figs. 1 & 4 var. major.

Figs. 5, 7 var. minor.

Figs. (excepting Fig. 6) at the Nat. Size.
Plate 68

Fig: 2d

Hipp. (Hexaprotod.) Sivalensis

Fig: 22d.

Anthracotherium Silistrense

Hipp. (Hexaprotod.) Sivalensis

Fig: 17d

Anthracotherium Silistrense

Fig: 18

Anthracotherium Velanum

Figs 1-18. MERYCOPOTAMUS DISSIMILIS.

Fig: 1-21.5 the Nat. Size

22-24 the Nat. Size.
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Fig 1-4. SUS GIGANTEUS.

SUS SCROFA (var. INDICUS).
Fig. 1 SUS HIPPOHYUS SIVALENSIS.
Fig. 2 3 SUS HYSDRICUS.
Fig. 4 8 SUS... GIGANTEUS.
Fig 14  SUS (HIPPOHYUS) SIVALENSIS.
5b  SUS (HYSUDRICUS.
12d  S....GICANTEUS.
RHINOCEROS PLATYRHINUS.

Figs. (excepting 6 & 7) in the Nat. Stat.
Fig 1-4. RHINOCEROS PALEINDICUS.
5-6. R. SIVALENSIS.
7. R. SONDAICUS (recent).
9-12. R. PLATYRHINUS.
13-16. R. (ACEROATHER:?) PERIMENSIS.
All Nat. Size.
From the Valley of the Nerbudda.

Figs 19-20b. From the Netee Pals Front Beloochistan.

Diverse Indian Fossil Species.

Figs excepting Fig 9A the Nat. Size.

RHINOCEROS PERIMENSIS.
Rhinoceros.
Divers Fossil Indian Species
Anterior Extremity
Fig. 1 Nat. Size
RHINOCEROS.
Divers Indian Fossil Species.
Posterior Extremity.
Fig. 1. Nat. Size.
Rhinoceros.

Divers Fossil Indian Species

Figs 1-14: Anterior Extremity
Figs 15-20: Posterior Extremity

Figs 1-3: Ante.
CHALICOTHERIUM SIVALENSE.

Figs. Nat. Size.
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Figs 1-4 EQUUS SIVALENSIS.
5-7 E. NAMADICUS.
Figs 8 Nat. Size.
Figs. 1-4 EQUUS Sivalensis.

8-12 E. (= HIPPOH: ANTELOPINUM.

13. 14 EQUUS From the Nerbadda.

15-19 EQUUS From the Nellore Fossils.

Figs. 1-19 Anterior; 20, 21 Posterior Extremity.

Figs. 1 Nat. Size.
Figs. 1-8. *EQUUS SIVALENSIS*.
3.18 E. *HIPPOTHERIUM ANTELOPINUM*
Figs. 1 Nat. Size.
Hate

Fig: U-a.

CAMELUS SIVALENSIS.

Figs. (excepting Fig. 4) are Nat. Size.
CAMELUS SIVALENSIS.
CAMELUS SIVALensis.
Figs. 1 Nat. Size.
CAMELUS SIVALENSIS.
Figs at Nat. Size.
BLANK PAGE
CAMELUS SIVALENSIS.
Figs. 7 Nat. Size.
SIVATHERIUM CIGANTEUM.
1 Nat. Size.
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FAUNA ANTIQUA SIVALENSIS,

THE FOSSIL ZOOLOGY OF THE SEWALK HILLS, IN THE NORTH OF INDIA.

By H. G. FARRANT, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and of the Royal Asiatic Society of the Bengal Medical Service, and late Superintendent of the H. R. C. Zoological Garden at Calcutta; and Professor T. C. Allibone, F.G.S., Major in the Bengal Artillery, Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and of the Royal Asiatic Society. 2 vols. Edited by H. G. Farrant.

Plan of Publication.—The work will be completed in Twelve Parts; each Part containing from Twelve to Fifteen Folio Plates. The descriptive Letterpress will be printed in royal 8vo, Price of each Part, One Guineas.

Parts 1 to 6 contain FAUNA ANTIQUA SIVALENSIS.—Part 7, HUMANIZATION; Part 8, STYLIST AND HUMANIZED.

* * *

A work of immense labor and research. The most exact and accurate description of the Zoological remains in the country of commerce to three series of the same name; the first and second being the same as the above mentioned, but the third containing all the additions and improvements which have been made to the first two.

The work has been associated with the Rigadoo series, in which the author has given us a full account of the zoological remains in the country of commerce, and has also added a few new records of the same kind.

II.

COMPLETION OF SIR JOHN HERSCHEL'S SURVEY OF THE HEAVENS. RESULTS OF ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.


* * *

M. n. a description of the northern regions, published in various scientific transactions, and giving to the whole a fresh view of the theory of the most ancient inhabitants of the North Pole, and the first and last place of the people who then occupied those regions, will be published in a separate volume, at a future period.

Sir John Herschel mentioned in a note of the year 1827, that the same copy and the same instrument could not be used for the observation of the Heavens, and that it was an attempt to render the observations as nearly as possible equal to the same copy and the same instrument used for the observation of the Heavens.

It is proposed to publish a report of the observations, which have been made, in the present year, of the Heavens, and to give an account of the results obtained, with some reflections on the subject.

III.


By Charles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S. Sec. G. S. 8vo.


Part II.—ON THE GEOLGY OF SOUTH AMERICA. Demy 8vo, with Map and Plates, cloth.

Part III.—ON THE ZOOLOGY OF SOUTH AFRICA, 2 vols.

As viewed by the Commander of Her Majesty's Vessel, the Zulu, in the course of his voyage to the South African coast, and at the places where he has been enabled to make observations on the subject.

The work is now complete, and may be had in six new parts, price 5s., or in half-cloth, or cloth-binding, at a small addition to the price.


This Work is now complete, and may be had in six new parts, price 5s., or in half-cloth, or cloth-binding, at a small addition to the price.


Under the Command of Captain Sir Edward Belcher, R.N., C.B., F.R.G.S., Sec. During the years 1839-49. Edited and Superintended by Richard Basset, Esq., R.N., attached to the Expedition. The extensive and protracted voyage of Her Majesty's Ship "Sulphur," having been productive of many new and valuable additutions to Natural History, a number of which are of considerable scientific interest, it was deemed desirable to publish them in a collected form, with Illustrations of such as are illustrative of the natural history of the region, or of the objects of interest which the vessels visited, and of the specimens which were made at the various stations visited. The work is now complete, and may be had in six new parts, price 5s., or in half-cloth, or cloth-binding, at a small addition to the price. Parts I to IV contain SULPHUR, V. Botanical Descriptions by Francis Buchanan, Esq. Parts V. and VI. contain SULPHUR, VII. and VIII. Illustrated by R. B. Weigall, Esq.,